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In the (cold) heart of Kabe
It is fifteen degrees below zero, and this is where Kabe really thrive. Their cool chamber,
located in the middle of the production facilities, is the most important link in the deve-
lopment of the manufacturer’s caravans and RV’s, in every respect. One day with the KABE
CEO, Mikael Blomqvist.

Words and pictures Tore Afdal*

*Norvegian magazine Bobil & Caravan editor in chief

Mikael Blomqvist
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Subzero temperatures push against us at the door,
as the cold chamber opens. The manufacturer
has turned on the heat in a Royal 540 GLE KS.

We are visiting Kabe to take a look at their production
and technologies. There are several things that are uni-
que to the Swedish manufacturer, which easily goes
against the flow if they think it will yield a better pro-
duct. The manufacturer is based in Tenhult, close to
Jönköping.
“We are by no means witnessing a standard DIN- test.
Kabe believes that a DIN-test is too simple, and does
not really say much about the condition of a heating
and ventilation system. DIN-tests that measure the
temperature in the middle of the car, one meter above
the floor, will favor a vehicle with a fan-driven convec-
tion versus a vehicle with extra meters of water heat”
- claims CEO Mikael Blomqvist.
Kabe has had water-borne floor heating as a standard
since 1969. “There are many reasons why we choose
water-borne heating on our caravans and motorho-
mes. It is much easier to get a more even heat with a
water-borne system. The air-borne heating system
tends to heat from the center toward the outer walls.
This gives colder exterior walls and more condensation
than a water-borne heating system where we warm
up the exterior walls, and then transport the heat
towards the center of the vehicle. Water-borne heat

maintains the heat better, and provide a more stable
temperature. A cold wall gives radiant cold and heat,
and radiant cold is the most noticeable of the existing
three heat transfer methods,” says Mikael Blomqvist. 
One of the secrets of Kabe is their heating technology
are angled cable trays placed over the convectors.
Electricity and water are pulled inside the cable trays.
This means that water pipes never rests against the
outer wall. But an important detail many overlook is
the shape and position of the cable tray. The cable tray
contributes to the air circulation which allows for
increased utilization of the convectors: 34 percent
according Kabe.
Kabe defines itself as a manufacturer of four seasons
products, where it is easy to focus on winter, the most
challenging time of the year. However, ensuring proper
ventilation during the summertime has proven to be
equally important. The large airvent-fan contributes to
reduce moisture, but Kabe tests show that it also has
the capability of reducing the indoor temperature
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Floor heating
Heated double floors are considered standard at Kabe, but
Blomqvist would not call it heated floors.
- It's the same as having a heater in the basement, which is
smart - but it does not replace real floor heating. In normal
execution (AGS II), for example, the warm water heat is distri-
buted with a temperature of 55 degrees to both convectors
and floor. But the floor heating also come in a more advanced
edition (AGS II Pro) where it is possible to set a desired tem-
perature of the floor heating, or turn it off completely.
This solution is made possible since the floor heating is on a
separate course, connected to the rest of the heating system
with a mixing valve. Here, the temperature is more appropria-
te for use in flooring, for example, 30 degrees.  This functio-
nality gives a smoother and more comfortable heat throu-
ghout the floor. When the temperature of heating water falls
below the thermostat, it will pull more hot water from the
heater through the mixing valve. It is also possible to turn the
floor heating off with the AGS II Pro.
The hot water flows through aluminum pipes, with robot-mil-
led finished tracks. There are layers of aluminum for better
heat dissipation. The solution provides greater flexibility and
pipes can be molded to go straight up to, for example, the
wall and door. This is not possible to the same extent in tradi-
tional water-borne floors, where plastic tubing is located in
grooves in the aluminum plates.

Kabe on convectors

Getting really good solutions based on water-borne heating is
more demanding than airborne heating. In principle, it is all
about extracting the most heat from the hot water to the sur-
rounding environment. As such, it is not sufficient to simply
install some tubing network. A convector yields up to 2,5 times
more energy inside the room, as compared to aluminium. Up to
250W per meter of convector. This is for a standalone convector.
By building them into the vents for increased circulation, they can
emit around 500 Watt per meter. Using double convectors and
well-controlled ventilation, you could come up to approximately
700W per meter. The difference in heat output from a one-meter
single freestanding aluminum tube to a well utilized convector

system could be about 100W versus 700W!

A convector can emit around 250W per meter. Using double
convectors and ventilation you could arrive to 700W per meter
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significantly. Kabe claims that a caravan or a
motorhome that is efficient for use during
winter, has also proven effective for use in the
summer.

Focus on details
The caravan door is a potential source of
drafts. As such, Kabe has placed a tube in the
floor just inside the door sill. The same is
installed under windows and around the hat-
ches. Kabe go its own way on several techni-
cal areas. Where the entire industry now
boasts of having so-called hail safe, fiberglass
roofs, Kabe uses aluminum. 
“We have not had any complaints or claims,
so why should we not use the best material?”
asks Blomqvist. Another common industry
standpoint is that a layer of fiberglass-reinfor-
ced plastic on the underside of the RV is pre-
ferable. The argument is that it protects
against physical rubble and of course water
and mud. “But it also prevents the vehicle
from getting rid of moisture on this large sur-
face area. A car or tractor has moisture inside
anyway. Therefore, we choose not to seal the
undersides of the cars and caravans,” says
Blomqvist.

Caravan trouble
“Ventilation in motorhomes and caravans are
two different things - adds Blomqvist:

- A caravan has many unsealed bushings,
and leaks a lot of air through the bulkhead.
This creates many problems for us, as you can
see the formation of a cold bridge. We have
chosen to create a so-called hot wall, which in
practice means a hot field of convectors in the
entire vehicle width to stop the cold from
entering the caravan through the floor.
Motorhomes may also be fitted with heat
packs under the driver and passenger seats. In
addition, we supply heating mats for the cab,
which in practice is a mat with plastic pipes
covered with an aluminum plate. When the
tubes are filled with hot water from the Alde-
pan, the solution gives occupants heating in
the coldest area of the caravan. Furthermore,
we equip our caravans with convectors in the
dash where some of the heat also is emitted
between the curtain and the windscreen, to
create ventilation around the enormous glass
pane.

The future
Which focus areas does Kabe have for the
future? “It's time to look at the environment.
Firstly, we want to produce the caravans and
RV’s in more environmentally friendly ways,
and with minimal consumption of resources.
But we also want to use materials that are as
easy to recycle. In addition, we have perfor-
med several tests

and innovations in the production of products
that require less energy to be warm and cozy.
There are powerful heaters in all manufactu-
rers' products, but not all focus their resour-
ces in low-energy caravans. There will be
innovations from Kabe on this area in the
future. We anticipate that the resource and
environmentally conscious customers will
appreciate this development.” says Blomqvist.

Kabe long-term strategy
“We have been faithful to our values and
believed in our ideas and principles. It has
been tough for a period, especially on the RV-
market. But we have now made a break-
through where we are rewarded for our long-
term thinking and strategy. Our caravans, true
four season campers, are more sought after
than ever”, - explains Chairman of Kabe Alf
Ekström. It has not always been easy to be a
Swedish manufacturer and compete with the
big motorhome and caravan manufacturers
on the continent. Alf Ekström says that they
have at times been tempted to lower quality
requirements, and attempt to meet volume
manufacturers on price. But Kabe never lowe-
red the quality of their products. Its reputation
has benefited from this decision, and now the
Company sells all their inventory of caravans
and motorhome they are able to produce.

The smoke demonstration of the caravan ventilation Vario Vent show
s that the additional valve is very effective to distribu

te fresh warm air.
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Ventilation
Ensuring proper ventilation under
seating and behind cabinets is no
secret, but a given at Kabe’s manu-
facturing processes. From the inde-
pendent testing performed by Bobil
& Caravan, we often see manufactu-
rers skip ventilation in the cabinets,
which is a shame since it doesn’t
take much to install.
Clear and well-planned circulation
and constant ventilation in the outer
walls is important in a water-borne
heating system, says Blomqvist.
Drafts is an uncomfortable problem
in the winter time. Areas around the
vents are exposed. And their Vario
Vent solution on RV’s are worth
mentioning:
The patented ventilation system
makes it possible to regulate how
much fresh air you want inside the
vehicle, while it warms up the cold
outdoor air before releasing it into
the vehicle compartment. The impo-
sed ventilation intake in the vehicle
floors are at about 60 cubic centime-
ters. Vario Vent can let in up to an
additional 80 cubic centimeters. This
means that when the solution is
used properly, it is unnecessary to
open doors and windows to ventila-
te the humidity in a cold vehicle that
has been standing without heat for a
period of time.

KABE is customized to provide optimum air circulation
throughout the caravan, even behind cabinets and sofas.

The distance between the sofas
and beds and angles of the
back is carefully calculated

The wiring troughs are angled to
provide the air stream free passage

past the windows Patented ventilation system allows control of the
amount of fresh air needed. 


